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ABSTRACT 

Motivational factors and bargaining power have been recognized by scholars and 

practitioners alike, as impo11ant elements for negotiation strategies. However, there has 

been little effort to date to empirically or theoretically study the effect of these factors in 

the context of auditor-client negotiation while adopting a decision-making process 

framework. We present a Throughput Model framework that describes the decision

making process of auditors when they make decisions about negotiation strategies. The 

model depicts how (a) perception of motivational factors and (b) bargaining power 

affect the choice of negotiation strategy and identifies different pathways auditors use in 

their decision about negotiation strategies. 

In our experiment, we manipulate engagement risk perception, client pressure, corporate 

mechanisms strength as well as financial information. We. investigate their effects on 

auditor decision making about the likelihood of accepting client's management 

alternative and on the negotiation strategies choice. We find that only engagement risk 

perception influences auditor's propensity to accept aggressive accounting treatments of 

the client. This in turn influences the use of all the negotiation strategies. On the other 

hand, client pressure only has effect on compromising strategies while bargaining 

power influences the concessionary strategy of auditors. Moreover, two dominant 

decision making pathways are used by auditors, i.e. P-+J-+D and P-+D. 

Keywords: Auditor negotiation, engagement risk; client pressure, throughput mode!, 

decision, judgment 
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